
5/18/75 

tr. Roger Feianan 
CBS News-Radio 
524 W. 57 Si., 
New York, 1.Y. 10019 

Dear Roger, 

An expected guest nava an immediate task impossible, I don t feel like doing 
bits of work needing doing, so I attempts a dialogue over the views in your 5/15. 

In doing this I of course preaume the honesty with which you hold views I die- wee with. What I oan hope for is not eeeneeg your views but a better understanding 
of what leads you to them. This can be helpful to me, to chat I seek and to mY 
ability to be of value to the media. 

You believe that the spectra ought be a special report tether than an item on 
the Evening News. 

And that it is necessary to as "create a oreconderance of the evidence instead 
of letting it come out piece by piece." 

(With regard to the medical evidence I agree entirely but for different reasons.) 
I see no conflict between a spot item on the spectre suit, perhaps more than 

one, and as definitive a treatment as is possible in a special report. 
The "preponderance" of evidence exists. What does not is media willing:lose 

to consider it if not indeed conceive that it can or does exist. By now you, for 
example, should be aware that there is this established and definitive preponderance. But those above you, who have their own and differsat responsibilities and obligations, have no way of which I know of being aware of what is established, is fact. 

There is no way of which I know by which these executives can become aware of 
the factual realities unless they are "out piece by piece." They probably do take in their own news and do treat their own newspeoplee 

likewise others of influence more than the people have a piece by piece need. The people in general are far ahead in their understanding. 
Call it The Establishment, The Power Structure or what you will, those who are least informed, least easily informed and most influential in national life are the very ones whogeod a piece by piece treatment. Without it they will be overwhelmed 

and unwilling to believe. That part of the full truth that I have established 
beyond reasonable questioning actually is this Byzantine. It actually does bolt all the idols with lightening. 

The leaders of all societies all teaderestimate ordinary people. My contact with the average person is exoeptionally great for a number of reaaons, including that I 
have the only books available and they can be obtained from me only. (I have preserved every letter I have received, from soMething over 3,000 strangers, for social scientists of the future.) 

MY contact with those in leadership positions of various kinds, political leaders, editors (electronic, printed press, magazine and book), people of wealth and influence, with the exception of book editors only, are consistent in underestimating popular understanding and opinion and imaginingnemeoxistent problems — espetially a none existent danger to the national fibre. 
The Warren Commission and now Rockefeller's (Ford's) were well aware of the need for conditioning. In context, piece by piece. They were careful to leak the 

prejudicial and unfactual over a period of time to create a climate which would make 
the unacceptable acceptable. To make falsehood appear to be truth. hoover was a leader in this with the JPI, assassination and King's. 

It is precisely because the actualities are so Ilyzantine that gradual exposure to it is necessary. 
With the spectre/NM tests, what is not legitimately newsworthy and not really the obligation of an unfettered press is telling and giving the proof of a few basic truths: there was deliberate official fakery, especially by the FBI; the required tests were never made, by the FBI or demanded by/the Commission; the required results, 



according Ai the FBI„ were never compiled, the real purposes of these tests. Remember, the subject is the assassination of a President and wbat that means, including the subversion of the entire politic a' process. 
Each of these is a simple and wily understood fact, subject to individual or collective treatment in vary few words (also a few eictures I have, all official). anenitc  each not be reported? 
If the press is free and not a Creature at branch of government, does it not have the obligation to report each once it learns and is satisfied on factualityt I see neither conflict nor competitiveness when these simple facts can be reported and when there can be a more definitive treatment of the entire story. (We are in court agaia Wednesday 5/21. To date the government has not responded to our interrogatories, which mune they are trting to make reeponse and analysis impossible. Anticipatiae this I have asked my lawyer to make a formal request of the U.S.Attorney that we have the response in time for examination, study and responsible addreeteing in court - with the alternative a request of the court for time to do this plus requiring timely rather than deliberately delayed responses in the future.) When I have everything the government is going to let me have will be time for vent for the =die is in-depth treatment. but until then life goes on, news is :ode and reported, people are informed, and representative society has a chance to fiction. (QA the eopulir and c'onereasional levels.) 
Without reporting of the lositimately newsworthy when it becomes news and not as histoey,ceee  representative society really work? 
As a different kind of illustration let me use the 1/22/64 neecetive Session transcript. Obtaining it required some effort. It was given away freely, Prior to and on 4/25/75, when there were 30e40 reporters present. Y  normal standards it le solid news. Beeerienced, responsible reporters discussed it with me, on many occasions. There is no useful purpose to be served in naming names but the most influential of papers bad copies. So part of the major media touched this story until AP put a decent and fair story on the wire yesterday afternoen. Among those papers not using it of which I know or have been told are the ?Mimes, the West and the WxStare With these papers my minteem approach was twice. I do not know what the use or treatment are but I do know that papers from 	eday to the LATimes asked questions of AP, which asked me. 
411 know is what appeared in today's Baltimore Sun. That by any standards is a significant story, yet these major stories ignored it. That really means suPPreseion• This si a good story, but it does not and cannot begin to report the significant news in those #3 pages, aven when *hat is not included is tipical today because it is peoperly part of several fiongressional investigations. Perhaps the rest never will be reperted. 
Without piece by piece reporting news and fact of this kind can never be handled in any way by the mass media and the majority of the people then will have no way' of knowing what they ne to know if our kind of society is to be able to function. 
One of the things that separates and distinguishes my work from that of all others writing in the field is that I focus oa the functioning of society and its institutions while telling the factual story as I uncover and aithenticate it. Well, one of these institution* is the press. I do not regard it as entertainment in aey form and where it has bocome eatertaiameat ulth which there is nothine wrong is a relatively new concept and is not part of the basic reason and need for the prees. 
I expect this wtole miserable mess to come apart. The only questions I now entertain is when and how. I. can influence these determinations only slightly, more and responshbly with traditional and accepted performance by the press. Unless this is done one of the reel probabilities is another whitewash. That alone is the possi-bility of a new national trauma. If there is this new covering up it wiel be the direct responsibility of the press, which will have made it possible by what 1 turd as abdication of aroma, practises and traditioea- by continuing to regard this as a different, perhaps a non-news item. nesse argue. Best, 


